


ARCHIVO SOMBRA [SHADOW FILES]

Photography in our culture is related to memories, memory and oblivion Memories are move-
ments of the heart that are relived in relation to the inner, intimate feelings that occur in our 
consciousness. Memory, on the other hand, can be understood as a rather cold reaction that is 
detached from emotion, from the subject itself and settles in the subconscious.

Photography is an “interface” that allows us to connect the inner being of the photographer 
with things and events in the outside world, questioning reality and generating a circular mo-
vement that reveals to us that the basic principles of photography follow the principles of life.

For a photographer, the file is something more than documents, it is a source of traces, foo-
tprints, encounters, pieces of a life that in the image will last forever. The file is driven by des-
truction, by its relationship with death, a file represents a chronology of a life that has already 
been lived, in short it is a place of origin and end, a file of the phantasmatic, of the secret, of the 
shadow. What remains in the end, the file or its shadow? 

Shadow Files arises from the ashes of the file, from that hidden place where all the moments 
that we have decided to photograph in order not to forget are kept. A Pandora’s box that opens 
when the photographer needs to recapitulate. To externalize what has remained hidden, dor-
mant, hidden in the ashes of the passage of time.

Photography is built through the duality generated by light and shadow, reality and fiction, me-
mory and oblivion, life and death. Shadow Files poses a dialogue between the immaterial, in-
tangible and translucent with the material, opaque and solid.

Rafael Doctor, writes: “In this exhibition we will only find two works, two immense works 
built over forty years of observation, contemplation, fixation on the world around us and 
the world we are. A first ethereal work that eludes the wall and shows itself in the air. Large 
images hanging from the ceiling and now printed on Japanese rice paper envelop us, 
showing us structures, abstract forms, as if trying to transcend the concrete and trying 
to place us in an unreal space that is none other than that of the primary elements, where 
light lives through its own dance. We are before the perception of what cannot be told, 
of the forms that take us to the essential that resides in each of the images. A volatile 
forest that does not require from the spectator much more than its transit, its walk, an 
experience that prepares to reach the second work, the one that as a great altarpiece is 
shown on a single wall. An absolute and definitive work in which Carlos Canal offers himself 
in all his nuances, a work that is many but here is a whole. The viewer is welcome to build 
for himself his own reading and freely look at the different areas of the author’s soul, be-
cause here, in a random way, there is everything he is.

Sleeping in old negatives, stored for years and years, here awaited these snippets of what 
one has been looking at and being for a lifetime. We are before the Shadow File, which 
is none other than the author himself, open in soul, who offers himself to us bravely and 
without any modesty at all. There is nothing to tell in this mosaic, each tessera is a part but 
it is also a whole. Shadows hidden in time that now claim with this presence a place that 
brings them closer to the life they once were”.

Carlos Canal


